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ABSTRACT, lii this paper the resuUs of invĉ stigalif>ll of tlio cMnlssion and absorption 
spcclrn of the rare earth ions like  ̂ Ce' ++, etc., in crystals are given. An atlenij)! has been 
made to correlat'e tlieir absorption and emission spectra with special reference to Ce’*'*'’' ions.

It has been observed that the La' ions in crystals do not fluoresce. The emission 
spectra due to Ce''"*"̂  ions in the chKn-ide and th(‘ sulphate crystals consist of two discrete 
])ands. The positions of the bands are slightly different in the two salts but they occu])y almost 
the same positions whether the salts investigated ate hydrated or dehydrated. The spectra due 
to Cel̂ 3 consist of three such emission bands; further on excitation with high frccjuency a weak 
hnninescence appears on the long wave‘Side of the bands.

The .strong and discrete emission bauds have been supposed to be due to the true Hiiores- 
('ctice of the ions. In cunforinity with the c.vplanation of the absorption spectra due to

ions by Hose and the writer, the origin of these emission hands has been asiTilnd to the 
transitions 5/)— in Ce *"*■■*■ ions. 'J'hc two bands in the chloride and the sulphate and the

14

two lowTr frequency bands in the fluoride niisc from the transitions 5̂r>| 

while the third band in CeFa is due to 52/).̂
V‘2

'3/2 It has been shown that there is a

correlation between the frequency of the emission bands and the corre.spoiirling absorption 
frequencies. The absence of the third band in the other two crystals has been discussed.

The origin of the weak luminescence is not clearly understood. It has been suggested 
that it is due to an excitation of the ion bv a collision of the se cond kind, with the excited 
Cc '̂  ̂ ions, the process resembling somewhat a case of sensitized fluorescence.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

In a previous paper * the fluorescence spectra of a few rare earth ions, viz., 
and in solution were investigated by tlie writer.
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It ^\as (jbscrml tlial iii solution all the ions give rise to a coiimion clifiFuse band in 
emission, while in P r ’  ̂ ' and Nd' * ' ions there are respectively two and three 
additional dilTuse bands, b'or the emission of the common fluorescence baud by 
the lour rare earth ions in solution, the following mechanism was proposed. The 
emission centres were assumed to l)e the metal complex (Me^‘̂ ‘̂  11H2O), in which 
tile II j i ) groups are iiolarised in the held of the Me' ' ' 1011. Kven in the case of 
ll/d' nllij^ >), wliich has no electron in the 4/ shell, the solution shows finite 
continuous absoriition in the ultra-violet; the absorption of radiation is supposed 
to be by the complex as a whole leading to an excitation of the polarised H2O 
group and re-emitted as fluorescence radiation. This fluorescence is similar in 
mechanism tt) that shmvii by uranyl giou[)S [U( )2] ' . The fluorescence radia
tion omitted by the solutions containing Pr"  ̂  ̂ and Nd-"'-" are much
stronger than that by the La solution. This can be interpreted in the following 
way. In the case of (Ce' ' ' iiHaC)), for example, besides the continuous abscjip- 
tion by the complc\ as a whole there are discontinuous absor]>tioii bands due to 
the al^surptioii by the C e i o n s  {.\F—>-5/)). d'he corre5i)onding ion is in a 
metastable excited state, and before it comes back to its ground state by the emis
sion ol raclialioii, it can transfer its energy by collision with other hydrated ions. 
These latter liccoiue excited and emit eiieigy I.̂ y le-eniissioii, with a frequency 
equal to that given by the lanthanum complex. If rciirCvSeiits the frequency 
associated with this transition, the presence of the additional bands \fas ex
plained as having Irequencics (vo±vi) wdicie 14 represents one or other of the 
characteristic frccjuencies of the ion.

Later on, the riiiorescence spectra of the same itms were investigated using 
crystals having different anions, l)oth in the hydrated and in the anhydrous state. 
It was noticed that the wddth of the emission bands was much reduced ; further 
the spectra of tiie different crystals having the same cations were found to be 
different. But no i>erccptil)le change could be found between the emission spectra 
of the same crystal when hydrated or in the dehydrated state. 'I'he purpose of 
the prCvSeut paper is to study the correlations between the emission and absorption 
spectra of these ions in ciystals and to attempt an explanation of the origin of the 
emission spectra ill crystals with special reference to Ce ' ' '  ion. But before we 
l)roceed to discuss the absorption and emission spectra of Ce' ’̂̂ ^'etc. ions, let us 
give a brief rtksume of the previous knowledge of the fluorescence spectra of the 
rare earth crystals.

V R F, V I O U vS Tv N () W B L D G T? n F T UIX F L U O R K S C TC N C K 
vS P L C T R  ̂ O F T II n RlA R K B A R  T H S

The true fluorescence of the rare earth ions was first observed by Tornaschek 
and J)eutsclibein^ m pure hydrated crystals of Siii, Bai, Tb and Dy. The spectra



consist of groups of more or less sharp and dilTiisc hues in the visible region, 
which increased in sharpness on lowering the temperature of tlic crystals, l.ater 
o]i, dobrechf'^ extended the investigations to the infra*red side and by considering 
llie complete set of emission data was able to obtain some correlation between the 
emission and the absorption spectra of the respective ions.

In the rare eartli ions the diflferent combinations of the U and .v-vectors of the 

]/ electrons according to the l\USselhSaundcrs coupling give rise to a number of 
I/"levels. Of these the term having the smallest inner (pianUiiii number com 

sisleiit Avith the highest multiplicity and /-moment rei)resents the ground stale foi' 
the members in the lirsl half of the series; for tlie latter half which have inverted 

terms tlie ground term wdll have the corresixmding highest 7-valuc. In the 

l)iocess of absorption the -i/-eleclTons are excited from the ground slate to the 

upper states allowed by the selection ])riiiciple. In the crystals on account of 

the strong crystalline electric held the quadruL)ole radiation is also possible su 

that the selection rules will l)e due to botli tlie dipole and the qiiadrupolc 

radiation. Further in the strong inhomogeneous electiic held each of the said 

.^/-levels is perturbed and their degeneracy is partly removed ; so instead of a 

single line a group of lines arises out of each of those transitions.

In emission,* on the other hand, the hnal state will be generally the giound 
stale or some other state in its neighbourhood while the initial stale may be the 
upper ones allowed I)y the selection rules. It is generally found that the transi
tions ending in the ground state give rise to the strong comiioiients in the 
emission spectra. (Tol)recht has shown that for the four ions investigated there is 
an agreement between the niiml)er of strong emission groups and the multiplicity 
of the ground term. This is shown in table I. He also showed that the over all 
splitting of the ground term obtained from the omission spectra leads to a correct 
value of the screening constant for the four 10ns investigated. Tomaschek and 
Mehnert recently observed the sharp fluorescence spectra in CwF ' ions using 
liydrated sulphate crystals. It consists of one group of principal emission lines 
in the ultra-violet, which coincides in position with the group of a))Sorption lines 
of loW'Cst frequency due to the same ion. In f k l ' '  ̂ ion having an \S-temi for 
its ground state only one group of emission lines is to be ariticij)ated. It is thus 
clear that the fluorescence spectra observed in these five ions are explicable on 
the usual theory of emission spectra of such ions. But it is not understood, s(j 
fai, why the sharp emission spectra are observed only in these five rare eartli ions, 
while the absorption spectra of a similar nature are known to be present in all the 
members of the series excepting only Cc'*' and Yb^  ̂ \
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* The iiiechanisni of emission will be discussed more fully later on in the papet.



T able I

(I^'luoresccuce spectra due to different rare earth ions in 
fiydrated crystals)
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Ion.
I

S l i d

Jfu+

Ooiind I'vinissiun j Average A vei age ]'inal
vStnte intensity position. level.

"
C// 1 3 y.y.ss ‘-’Bi.’ ’ is

2 5 10,773 »/-n

3 7 ii.ay.s 6H ,,IS
4 7 I2,S/|4 „

3

c 7 14,189 ,, 3

6 d 15.574 „ ft
7 6 16,710 „ 'H ,

3

8 4 17,800 „ ‘ itr,2

IF J 0 12,215 cni.'l
2 13,.330 „
3 3 14..340 >. iPi
4 3 15,325 „ 7Fa
S 9 16,240 „ iF̂
b 8 16,877 ,. 'F,
7

♦*8
^9

3
3
3
3

17,108 „  
17,968 ,, 
18,711 „  
19,049 „

'Fo

IF I 8 14,734 cm .-'
7 14.938 ,. IF,

3 3 15,399 IF2
A 6 16,145 ., ’’Fz
3 6 17,076 „ IF4
6 9 18,334 ., ’’F&
7 5 30,483 „ 'F's

Hi 1 S 10,269 cin .'*-

2 6 11,733 ¥

3 5 13,129 „ a

•1 4 1S.113 „ ® « .i"a

5 4 17.39s ®H|.“a
6 3 80,699 „ ■“  1 R

These groups are due to transitions from a level above the first excited stale.
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Figure L

Absorption spectra ot C cF ^
(a) Using a very thin 
(h) Using a thicker l iyer.

Figure 2 .

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

M icrophotom etric records o f fluorescence spectra.

(a) CeCl;j soil!.—one band with its centre at 2 8 ,2 2 0 cm -’

(b) C e d :i crystals—two bands at 2 6 , 8 3 8  ; 2 9 , 6 3 1  cm
(c) Ceo(SO.)):! crystals two bands at 2 9 , 6 5 5  ; 3 2 ,4 0 0 cm -’
(d) CeF;i crystals - three bands at 2 9 , 6 5 5  ; 3 2 . 4 5 0  ; 3 6 ,0 9 5 cm-'





l < I v U O R R S C E N C R  v S P R C T R A  O F  T II R R A R R  R A R T II 1 O N vS
1 N V R S T 1 G A X R D

The fluorescence spectra of the first four ions of the rare eanh series, viz., 
Ce  ̂ Pr*'^'" and Nd"^^* were investigated using hydrated and dehydrated 

crystals. The fluorescence was observed using monoehroniatic exciting 
radiations A  detailed account of the method of experimental investigation is 
given in a previous paper by the writer."* It was found that La*'^* ions in 
crystals do not fluoresce. In Ce'̂ '̂  ̂ ions, on the other hand, interesting re.sults 
were obtained; both the position and the number of the bands were found to 
vary with the different anions used. The results are given in table II. 'I'he 
investigations with Pr'^''*■ and N d '  ̂  ̂ ion are now Iieing repeated with extra 
jmre samples but no evidence of any fluorescence has been obtained in the near 
ultra-violet.*

'I'ahue II

Pluoresccnce bauds of Ce^  ̂ ions in difl'erent hydrated and anhydrous crystals
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I{xciting radiation A.U.

la) 275^̂ 

(̂ )

(c) 2300

(d) 2100

Iduoresconc radiation A.U.

Chloride (anhydrous).

3900 — 3200

Sulphate (hydralcd 
and anhydrou.s).

j.3440-3305 

2.3205 — 2990

1-3^40-3305

2.3205-2990

i-344o - 33̂ '5 
2.3205-299<̂ )

I-3440- 33O5
2.3205-2990

Fluoride.

1-34-10- 33̂>5 
2.3206-2970 

1-3440-3305

2,3205-2970

3.2800- “ 2740 

40S5-3440

1-3440-3305

2.3200 — 2970

3.2800- 2740

4085-3440

1.3440-3305
2.3200 — 2970 

3.2800 — 2740

* The investigation is now being carried on with Fluorite Spectrograph and Ilford’s 
(J"Plates.
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L a * "  ions in solution fluoresce but not when they form part of a crystal. 
I  he contimious alworption and the fluorescence emission in the solution is by 
the metallic com])lex L a ' "  nHgO. In the crystal, on the other hand, the 
absorption of radiation is by the lattice as a whole, and this is dissipated in the 
form of lattice o.scilIation. In order to understand the origin of the emission 
sjiectra due to C e "  ' ions in the different crystals it seemed necessary to investi
gate the absorption s|.)ectra of tlie respective crystals.

f»N  T il} - ; A H S O R P T I O N  v'i P 1-: C T R A D U I-) T O  CK'*'"'* I O N S

The absorption spectra due to C c ' ' ‘ ions were observed by Bose and Datta ’ 
in solution and by I-'reed  ̂ using hydrated mixed crystals of Ce and La. It was 
found that the spectra consist of broad bands, which do not undergo any 
change with the lowering of temperature of the cry.stals. But the positions 
of the liands are altered slightly by changing the anions. These arc shown in 
table III .

T aule III

(Absorption spectra of Cc* * ions in solution and in cry.stals)

Hands.
Position of the liancls in A.U.

CeClj .solii.
(1)

0^2(804)3 solll. 
{2)

La(Ce)Clc, blljo.
<3)

1 2970 2q6o 3020
IT 2.S3.S 2.S-10 277.S

Til 2380 2.10C) 2455
IV 2225 2230 2300

(i) By Bo.se and Datta.  ̂ _
(3) By Roberts and W.nllacc.®
(3) By l-'reed.I

In course of the present work, the absorption spectra of Ceh's crystals were 
investigated. As single crystals of CeP';, could not be obtained, the investigation 
was carried on by the reflection method rising extremely thin layer of the salt. 
In order to obtain a uniformly thin deposit, a small (piantity of the salt was 
finely powdered and then shaken with distilled water in a beaker. After allowing 
some time for the heavier particles to settle down, a clean quartz plate was 
carefully introduced and kept suspended horizontally inside the water. After a
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long time when the fine particles settled down, the clear water was siphoned 
out and the quartz disc was dried up. In this way uniform deposits of varying 
thickness were prepared. The absorption spectra, obtained by using a hydrogen 
discharge tube, is shown in plate X I . It was found that using even the 
thine-st deposit the absorption was of a continuous nature and so no definite 
conclusion could be reached. But it was noticed that on diminishing the 
thickness of the deposit the long wavelength limit of the continuous absorption 
shifts from about 3iooA° to 2600A I t  indicates the existence of a very weak 
band in the neighbourhood of 3000A'’ .

In a recent paper by Bose and the writer ** 011 the origin colour of 
])aramagnetic ions in solution, the absorption spectra of Ce^*^ ions in solution
were explained to be due to the transition

5/2 In Ce^
'5/2, 3/'

ions 4h' is the ground state and 5U is tlic first virtual state whose average position 
ill the case of vapour wavS taken to be at 50,982 as given by Lang/^ In
solution the ground term 4 F being screened by the (5̂ ', p) octet shell remains 
unaflected, but the virtual (5^) states are strongly perturbed by the inhuence of 
the neighbouring molecules.

re, -̂o.Qj-'yr 

5/)

■'50.9fl2cm' 
-42J 3Z '• 
-33,202 •»

F igurk 1

The scheme of energy levels proposed to explain the absorption spectra is 
shown in figure 1. The 5D level is pictured as split up into three sub-levels. 
'I'he relative positions of the sub levels were calculated from the formula given 
below,

Av =  Nfl.At?L . K ',

where Nf? =  ionic charge,

A cl =  change in the electric quantum number,

K '= :a constant for all ions having a particular slate, 

putting Ne =  3, Cl =0 , i and 2 and K ' =  295ocm. *
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the average value of the constant for all ions having a D-state. In the process of 
ahsori)tiou the 4F electron may occupy one or other of the three 5D levels and 
so three diffuse bauds are expected as shown by the arrows. The agreement 
between the observed and the calculated positions is shown in table IV .

T ahuv IV

liaiifls. I AfA.wJ.

1

II

m

IV

2(j7t.

25 2 > 

2225

.12,01.4

44,93̂ '

33.66(,

42,1:5

33.2.S2 cm.

42,132

50,qH2 „

Transitions.

In table III it is found that the absorption spectra due to Cê ' '̂  ̂ ions 111 
hydrated crystals are, more or less, similar to that found in solution. It may be 
supposed, therefore, that the splitting u]) of the 5D state in these^ hydrated 
crystals will Oe .somewhat similar to that taking place in solution. ,So that a 
similar energy level diagram as shown in figme i will account for the absorption 
si^ectra of such crystals, only the value of the constant TC' will be slightly modified 
by thedilferent ions present.

ON  T l l l v  TCMI S . SI ON ,S P 1? C T R A D U E  T O  TONS I N
C R S T A L S

The results of inve.stigation on the fluorescence spectra of Ce^  ̂* ions in 
crystal are given in table III . It was found that in CeCla cry.stals the emission 
band occupies the same i)Osition as in the corresponding aqueous solution. But 
from an examination of the microphotomctric record of the spectrum it appeared 
to consist of two diffuse bauds overlapping each other. In the sulphate crystals 
the two bands arc more distinct and they occupy the same position whether 
obtained from the hydrated or the dehydrated crystals ; but the position of the 
bands in either case is displaced slightly to the high frequency side as compared 
with that of Ce2lSO^);^ solution. The total width of the two bands is same in 
either of the above cases and is nearly equal to that of the common fluorescence 
band observed in solution. In CeF;i crystals three emission bands were noticed, 
of which the first two coincide in position with those due to the sulphate crystals. 
The third baud on the higher frequency side appeared when the exciting frequency 
was high and along with this band a weak and diffuse luminescence appeared on



the longer wavelength side of the principal emission bands. The niicrophotometric 
records of the emission spectra are shown in plate X I. The centres of gravity of 
the bands obtained in the different crystals using tlic highest frequency used, v/r., 
iS X lo'* cm.“ ' nearly are given in table V.

T mu.k V

Centres of gravity of the Fluorescence bands due tc Ce ‘ ions in crystals
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I'rctjuenc'y.
h'lnorcscciu'c bands emitted

X lo-’ cmf'ln 1

Clilori(ic.

(1) 26̂ 83?. cm

(2) ,,

S 111])! Kite

(1) eiii."'

(j) 3 2 ,<inn ,,

I'luuride.

(1) 2'),655 cin.“^

3 '̂-!, ISO ,,

(S' 3b,09s M

'Phe origin of these emission spectra will now be discussed in tlie light of 
the prCvSeiit theories of hiniinevScenee of solids. In the case of crystals like 
those investigated here, there are the following alternative possibilities, when light 
of suitable frccpiency is incident on them, vi::.,

(1) The ultra-violet light may be absorbed by the Ce  ̂  ̂ ' ions; (ii) this 
may result in emission by the excited Ce^''^ ions of the crystals, I'his gives 
rise to the true fluorescence ; (h) there may be emission by transference of 
energy to the anion or a molecule attached to the Cc*̂  ' ion by a collision of the 
second kind- This will be somewhat analogous to ' sensitised fluorescence.’

(2) Above a certain frequency the anion may begin to compete with the 
cation in absorption of radiation. At this stage no further emission levels of 
thu cation may be excited by increasing the frequency of the exciting radiations

O R I G I N  OF T H F F b U (» R F vS C F N C F RAN D S

In the different crystals containing Ce  ̂ '^ion the stronger emission bands 
observed are evidently due to the true lluore.scence of the cation. Their origin 
is. therefore, due to the possibility 1 (a), where Cc'^^^ioiis act as the absorbing 
and the emitting centres. In order to specify the different transitions in Ce  ̂  ̂
'ons, which may give rise to the respective emission bands, we shall discuss in 
brief the mechanism of fluorescence of solids as it is pictured novV-a-days.
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In the interior of a solid, an electron shares the vibration energy of the 
lattice and so the energy levels instead of being very sharp and discrete are spread 
over a band of energy. The spreading up of the energy states is also brought 
about by the resonance effect between the neighbouring cations, as they are 
much more closer to each other inside a solid than when in the vapour state. 
At the ordinary temperature the broadening in some cases increases to such an 
extent that there is overlapping of the two successive energy states. In such a case 
the Condon curves for the successive states will cither touch or intersect each other. 
It was pointed out by Mott and Gurney that this is an essential condition for 
the origin of i)hosphorescence or ffuorescence in solids. In figure 2, let ‘ a 
represent the Pot. E-cuive for the ground state, while ‘ b ’ and ‘ b' ’ represent the'̂

F icjukk 2

a -(iround states 
hi h'—Successive exc ited states.

same for the two successive excited states- If A be the position of the absorbing 
centre when it absorbs, then, according to the Franck-Condou’s principle, it can go 
to either B or B' by absorbing quanta Ab or Ab' respectively ; for there cannot 
be any change in the relative positions of the atomic nuclei during the absorption 
of a quantum of radiation. If it goes to B, then, by process oniiennal collisions 
it will part with vibrational energy and come down to the configuration of lowest 
Pot. E  as at C. From C an electronic transition to the ground state is possible by 
emitting the quantum of radiation represented by CD. This is the simplest case 
of fluorescence. When it is raised to B' it will come down in an exactly similar 
manner and reach the point P, where the two successive excited states are 
supposed to intersect. Thereafter it will either continue its motion along 
b' and reach C', the point of minimum Pot. E  in b' or it may slip down into b 
through the i)oint of intersection and reach the point C. In the latter case, there 
will be fluorescence emitting CD as before. In the former, there will be floures-



cence if C' is not beyond the curve ‘ a but, if the point C' lies outside the lower 
curve, no immediate transition is possible and so it will give rise to
j ihosphorescence.

In order to understand the emission spectra due to the ions in crystals,
wc shall su])pose that the energy bands due to the three sub-levels of 

, which give rise to the three Strong absorption bauds, overlap each other

mutually as sliown in iigurc 3. Now there is the possibility (a) that the energy 
l);md due to the lowest of these sub-levels may overlap that due to the state 
3?),̂  or (M there may be a zone of separation between them.

'i'he overlapping between the energy bands due to the successive excited 
states is, however, virtual, it is not to be postulated until the 4/-electron is 
excited to one of these states. So the frequencies of the selective absorption 
hands due to remain unaffected. If the incident radiation corresponds to
any one of the absorption bands due to Ce* '̂  ̂ ion, the ^/-electron will be excited 
to one or other of the upper states. But the excited electron will part with its 
uieigy in thermal cc^llisioiis and gradually come down as has been pictured above. 
In case (a) the final level reached by the excited electron in this way will be 
the , and then there will be the transition of the electron to the ground
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term . Ill Ce"" 'ion, the ground term is a doublet given by 7/2 • transi

tions to cither of them is possible from 5/Ir, , two emission bands are to be
2

expected in this case.

503/^--

5Dŝ —

44,530 cw' 
■ 42,004 .. 

39f 592 ••

----  33,060

^̂ 5 -̂----- ___ LO

F igure 3

In case (b), on the other hand, transition is possible from either of the 
two stales 5D t and 5D5 to the ground term. This suggests that altogether there

will lie four emission bands here. But as the transition 5/).s“
2

4F7 involves a 
5

hangc of two units in ' j \  this is much less probable. So that only three strong 
 ̂niission bands are to be anticipated-
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The emission spectra observed in the dilTereiit crystals will be qualitatively 
explained if it is sii]jposed that in the chloride and sulphate crystals the eiiegy- 
pattern is as in (a) while in CeF;j it is as in (6)- It has to be shown now if there 
is any (jnantitative agreement between the positions of the emission bands 
obseived and tliose expected froni their absorption spectra. For this purpose 
the energy level diagrams for Cc' ' ' ions as revealed by a study of the emission 
spectra of tjjc diilcreut sails arc given in figures 4, 5 and 6.

5 0(̂~

4 F 7/1-
Vi-

( C H L O m E  C R Y S T A Lh )

FmuKic /|

-0

4F

~32'4XldcnJ' ‘

- 2 7 5 X 1 0
4 F

(SULPHATF CRY57AL5)

F ighke 5

- 3 2 - 5 m " "

(fluoride crystals) 
F i g u r e  6

-2-8m 
-0 *

It is to be noted that in all the three figures the interval between the compo
nents of the ground term 4*F of Ce"^^  ̂ is nearly the same, viz., 2,800 cm.“  ̂ Also 
it is in fair agreement with the calculated value Av —2,500 cm.“  ̂ taking the usual 
value of the screening constant, viz., — As regards the position of the 
virtual states, it is found from figures 5 and 6 that in the sulphate and fluoride the 
state occupies almost the same position as is found in the case of absorption

shown in figure i. In chloride, the above energy level is slightly depressed. The 
position of the state 5 whi ch is effective only in fluoride, could not be so

correlated as the corresponding absorption spectra did not reveal any 
structure.

() R 1 c; I N O V 'J' H n  W F, A R Iv U :M 1 N B S C B N C B

The origin of the weak luminescence (observed in CeFs) on the lower 
frequency side of the princq)al bands is not clearly understood. It appeared



when the exciting frequency u as above x lo'  ̂ cm.“ * and gradually gained in 
intensity with the increase of the frequency of excitation. As in the sulphate 
and chloride crystals no such emission was observed even when excited with the 
high frequencies, it seems that Cc"^" ' ions alone arc not resi)onsible for its produc
tion, That is, the origin of this luminescence is not due to the process i(n). Let 
us see if it may be due to the process i (/d mentioned above. In that case one 
has to postulate that the ultra-violet radiation is first absorbed by Ce' ' ions and, 
when in the metastablc state, they transfer their energy to the anions by collisions 
of the second kind, and the latter give rise to the luminescence. The process 
i.s then somewhat analogous to ‘ sensitized riuorescence ’ and it requires that the 
anion must possess excited states below the metaslable state in question of the 
cation. But it is known that in LiB or in C a F t h e  ultra-violet radiation u]) to 
a much higher frequency is transmitted undiniinished. Since, however, the limit 
of absorption in Cahĥ  (i.iooA^'), is to the longer wave-length side of (lo^oA^) tliat 
in LiF, it may be (still more shifted to the longer w^ave-leiigth side) in CeFa, 
where the polarisation of F “  will be still greater on account of the Iriidy charged 
cations ; further, on account of the presence of defect ])laces in the lattice, 
a1 )Sorption may ensue at a still lower frequency.

()n this hypothesis, however, one has to explain why such luminescence is 
a])scnt ill the chloride or the sulphate. It is well known that for either of the 
anions Cl” and VSO4 , the continuous absori)tion begins at a lower wave-length 
than in F “ . And, on account of the continuous absorption by the anions ensuing 
at much loŵ er frequency, the requisite energy for sensitized fluorescence is not 
available to the cation. Further, the frequency of the transitions pos.sible in lhc.se 
anions, in case of excitation, may not be within the spectral region investigated 
and thus may have e.scaped observation.

In conclusion the writer desires to express his grateful thanks to Prof. 
1 ). ]\I. Bose, Ph.l)., for his kind interest and helpful suggestions, and to Vvol, 
M. N. vSaha, D.Sc., F.R.yS., for his kind encouragemcnl during the progress of 
I he work.
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